Introduction to the exhibition

The Beverley Art Gallery has a large collection of paintings, drawings and photographs of buildings
in Beverley that have long since disappeared. This led the Guildhall’s volunteer team to think about
what these buildings had been, who had occupied them, and what had happened to the building
after the date of the image.
Although the theme of the exhibition is ‘Bygone Buildings’, i.e. those
that have disappeared, we occasionally chose to look at buildings that
are still present, either because the building looked interesting, or
because it had an interesting story to tell.

This exhibition arose because during our researches for our other
exhibitions we noticed that the Beverley Art Gallery had numerous
images of fascinating buildings around Beverley, many of which have
disappeared a long time ago. Some of the buildings had been studied
in previous exhibitions, but others we knew very little about. We
therefore decided to take the images as our starting point and each
volunteer selected one or more buildings to research further, often
simply on the basis that they looked interesting.

The full collection of building images is shown on the digital display
screen. Perhaps you can decide whether we have missed any
particularly interesting buildings, and maybe you would like to
research them yourself?

There was a cockpit there in 1593 and in 1747 the ‘Sporting Register’
reported that “At Beverley in the Whitsun week last, Mr. Norris fought
the gentlemen of Hedon ... for 4 guineas a battle.” The ‘Sporting Register’
also says the cockpit did duty as a theatre, then a Methodist Chapel
where John Wesley once preached, then a Worsted Factory. It has also
been suggested it was used by the Quakers and a Mr. Boyes had it as a
warehouse. Later on the Militia used it before it was finally demolished.

The Sun Inn’s origins are
uncertain but it is believed to
date back to the 1400s. The
earliest documented name as
a hostelry was ‘The Tabard’.
Extensive alterations were carried
out in 1905, followed by others
which many believed changed
the character of the premises.
Despite this, the building became
Grade 2 listed in 1969.

Watercolour of the Sun Inn, c.1840.

As with many local hostelries
the Sun had a colourful past
with the Beverley Guardian of
May 1872 reporting that “at the
Guildhall the landlord George
Wiles was charged with keeping
‘a disorderly house’”. Police had
discovered “fiddling and dancing
in the front room where among
60 to 70 people present were 4
prostitutes”.
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This picture was reproduced
by Edward Taylor on coloured
postcards and sold in Beverley.
T. Shepherd writing in ‘Evolution
of the Drama’ believes that the
date given as 1740 on the card is
misleading because “there was
no theatre as such in Beverley in
1740, although the building used
Postcard showing the Wood Lane Theatre in 1740.
subsequently as a theatre in
Wood Lane existed”. It was probably near the centre of Wood Lane on the
north side of the road.

The Sun Inn, Flemingate
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Wood Lane Theatre

The Sun Inn, probably mid 20th century.

Keldgate Methodist Mission

The foundation stone of the Keldgate Wesleyan Mission
Hall was laid in 1899. Churches and chapels were very
involved in the education of poorer children. They
VE Day celebrations at the Keldgate Methodist Mission in 1945.
The Keldgate Methodist Mission.
encouraged them to come to Sunday School by offering
social activities like outings and games in the hope that
“many were rescued from the depths of sin and misery!” Members of the Mission were divided into ‘Bands’ each with a leader. At Saturday evening
Band meetings people could confess their faults and pray for each other.
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VE Day was celebrated all over the country on 8th
May 1945. The photograph on the far left shows one
of many street parties held in Beverley, this one at the
Keldgate Methodist Mission, attended by the Mayor and
Mayoress of Beverley and Mrs. George Odey, wife of the
managing Director of Hodgsons Tannery.

Apparently, the ‘maiden lady organist’ at the Mission would only play hymns of her choice and steadfastly ignored requests from visiting preachers.
One notable preacher who visited the Mission was ‘Hallelujah’ Tommy Laughton. He had come to religion aged 41 when he had finished sowing his
‘wild oats’. When first asked to preach there he put a “good clean scarf round his neck and a pair of warm red worsted cuffs” and the chapel got £5 –
“more than I ever had for a week’s work” he said.
The mission was demolished in 1971 and the foundation stone has been incorporated in the walls of new town houses in Keldgate.

Albion House
Josiah Crathorne
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Josiah Crathorne was born in 1809 in Walkington. In 1823 he was
apprenticed to Edward Wilson of Beverley, a miller. Crathorne eventually
opened up his own flour-mill on the side of the River Hull at Grovehill. He
diversified into other industries, the 1861 census describing him as ‘miller
..., also whiting manufacturer & lime burner ..., and a brickmaker.’ At
various times he also farmed 80 acres and was a partner in the Beverley
Iron & Wagon Co Ltd. He also took over the business of Messrs Brigham &
Co, Linseed & Cotton Cake Manufactory, Beckside. He married three times
and had five children.

Sepia postcard of Albion House from around 1900.

Built by Josiah Crathorne around 1870, Albion House was a large
double-fronted dwelling in the ‘Dutch’ style. In his memoirs as Pastor
of the Latimer Memorial Church in Grovehill, the Reverend Herbert
W Abba recalls the house as it was in the early years of the twentieth
century, “passing through the massive gates, you would find yourself
on a gravel path leading ... to the entrance hall. The large front
windows looked out upon a lawn bordered with flowers against a
backdrop of stately trees. At the back of the house there were stables
and a coachman’s room for liveries and harness. Further back there was
a large kitchen garden with greenhouses and potting sheds, and still
further back a small paddock.”

Sadly he came to a tragic end at the age of 77. On the 11th December
1886, the Beverley Guardian recorded the ‘Melancholy Death of Mr Josiah
Crathorne.’ Whilst alone in his bedroom, Crathorne, it was believed,
had fallen into the fire and set himself alight. A doctor was sent for, but
Crathorne was already dead by the time the doctor arrived. The Beverley
Guardian noted that “he was widely known and highly respected, was of a
genial disposition and generous supporter of all charitable institutions.”

John Charles Barker
John Charles Barker married Helena Todd in 1883 at St Stephen’s Church
in Hull. He was a partner in the seed-crushing firm of Sheardown &
Barker, who had bought Crathorne’s property at Beckside in 1891. Barker
dissolved his partnership with Sheardown in 1898, founding Barker, Son
& company. After WW1, the company was amalgamated with H F Lee
Smith of Hull and in 1921, Barkers & Lee Smith became an incorporated
company.

Two other views of Albion House c.1920s.

After Crathorne’s death, the house was bought by John Charles Barker
in 1892. After Barker moved out in the late 1890s, the house stood
empty for a while, in Rev Abba’s words “a white elephant ... a roomy
dwelling, too roomy for working-class people and too expensive to
uphold ... wealthy folk were not attracted to this, the industrial part of
the town!” Finally it was bought by the Hull Temperance Society who
opened it as an ‘Inebriates’ Home for Women’.
The Home was closed in the 1930s and afterwards was variously used
by the Army and a builder’s merchant. It fell into disrepair and was
demolished in 1985 and Albion Court was built in its place.

From Dianne Smith

Albion Court, present day.

Ladies belonging to
wealthy families who had
become ‘prey’ to alcohol,
came here to be cured.
Poorer women also came
here, but, whereas those
who could pay the higher
fee passed the time in
embroidery and knitting,
the poorer women had to
help with the cooking and
cleaning.
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Home for Inebriate Women

The Rev Abba tells the
Plan of amendments to Albion House when it was taken over by the
story of one enterprising
Home for Inebriate Women in 1913
inmate who, giving in to the
need for alcohol, spent an evening calling at several houses in Grovehill,
telling the residents that the Rev Abba had been taken ill and needed a
drop of brandy/whisky to save his life. The ‘drops’ soon added up and later
that night, after a search, the lady was found in the grounds of Albion
House, hopelessly drunk. Next day, residents in the area were amazed to
find the Rev Abba alive and wealth and apparently in good health!

The Home flourished for a while but in later years, according to Rev Abba,
the rules became lax and “a whisper had gone round that drink was being
supplied, or rather smuggled, into the home; that bottles had been found
hidden in the long grass.” He believed that the Matron at that time had
a drink problem of her own, and after an investigation was made it was
found that heavy debts had accumulated under her rule and the home had
to be closed to pay off the debts.

The Marble Arch cinema, seen
from Well Lane, in the 1960s.

Two more photos of ‘Marble Arch’ from
c.1916, just prior to demolition.

Present day photograph of the same area of
Butcher Row. M&S is now on the site of the Marble
Arch.

The final film was shown at the Marble
Arch in 1964. The site was then occupied by
supermarkets such as Safeway and is now Marks
& Spencers.

In 1917 a couple who both worked at the
Marble Arch Cinema were found drowned in
the Beck with their arms around each other.
He was 32 and she was 19. They had probably
been in the water for 2 weeks and the Beverley
Guardian reported that “both were fully clothed
and she had her hat on!”

1940s newspaper photograph of Harry
Popple who was chief operator at the
Marble Arch cinema.

Butcher Row was originally part of the High Street
(Alta Via) which ran from Highgate to North Bar. It
was also known as Fishmarketgate because the fish
market was held in Wednesday Market. The house
on the left with the string cornice, is probably
late 17th century. The others are timber framed,
late medieval cottages used by grocers, fruiters
and tobacconists in the 19th century. They were
demolished in 1916 to make way for the Marble
Arch Cinema named after the ‘Marble Arch’ in
the picture. It was also known as ‘Pop’s Den’ after
Harry Popple. There was seating for 1,100 people
whereas the Playhouse only had space for 420.

Photograph of the houses from 33-39 Butcher Row, known as ‘Marble Arch’ because of
the archway in the centre of the picture, c.1912.
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In 1636 Thwaites Fox, a Beverley alderman,
conveyed 3 cottages to the Beverley Corporation
for use as almshouses, funded from rents. We
do not know how old they were in 1636. Each
cottage had a garth (or plot) of ¼ acre behind
it. One may have been bigger than the others
because Fox stipulated that his ‘hospital’ should
accommodate 4 women. They were to be widows
who were natives of Beverley and who had lived
there 20 years. They were to have been receiving
parish relief for 2 years. Accommodation was
for life (provided that it remained blameless)
and rent-free. In addition there was a new gown
every two years, a coal allowance and a pension.
In 1823 this was £10 per month, topped up by 1s
8d from other sources.

Fox’s Hospital was in Minster Moorgate, near
the junction with the present Regent Street.
The illustrations show an ancient building with
massive stepped gables. It is long and low, built
of narrow bricks that have been whitewashed.
There is a broad roof of small tiles (not pantiles).
The chimney stacks are tall. Here is a row of 3
small cottages, each with a tiny square window
inset in the brick and an arched doorway forming
a simple porch. This building seems a survivor
from a much earlier era. It was probably almost
300 years old when the photograph was taken.

Sepia photograph of Fox’s Hospital, just prior to its demolition in 1904.

Jubilee Terrace, the location of Fox’s Hospital, today.

By 1871 three of the cottages were empty. It is
likely that the building was becoming dilapidated
by this time and running down. It was closed and
sold by the trustees in 1872, and demolished
around 1904. Another row of two storey brick
houses called ‘Jubilee Terrace’ replaced it about
the time of Queen Victoria’s jubilee in 1897. This
terrace in Minster Moorgate is still there today.

By the mid-19th century there were many
almshouses in Beverley. The total number of
residents varied between 79 and 98 in the period
1841-91. Three out of four were women. Fox’s
Hospital was the smallest. From the census records
we can see that the four widows who lived there,
rent free, stretched the rules somewhat, often
listed with relatives living with them. It was not
unusual for relatives to live in since some of them
acted as carers.

Pencil drawing of Fox’s Hospital by C.W. Clennell, c.1830.

Fox’s Hospital, Minster Moorgate
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33-39 Butcher Row (‘Marble Arch’)

From Joan Kemp
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Two photographs of the building in
a very dilapidated state just prior to
its demolition in 1912.
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Etching of Flemingate in 1850.

As to its earlier use, it was
possibly the old ‘Tabard
Inn’, though this is more
By 1912 it was falling into
usually ascribed to the ‘Sun
disrepair and in August of that
Inn’. Philip Brown says in ‘Old Beverley’ that it may have been
year the Town Council entered
the former residence of the Minster Canons of St Andrews’
into negotiations to buy the
Prebendary. Interestingly, the Humberside
buildings for street improvement
Archaeological Unit found, when carrying
and the buildings were demolished. The Town Council minutes
out work on the site of the Constitutional
for 13th October 1913 record that the Corporation would bear the Hall in 1985, that “in the later medieval
cost of repairs to no. 8 Flemingate “in consequence of removal of and post-medieval levels were two
adjoining buildings for improvements to the corner of Flemingate substantial stone walls”. They go on to
and Minster Yard South”.
say that it was “impossible to be sure what
these massive walls were part of, but, on
The Constitutional Hall was built in its place which was used for
size alone, ... they would have been costly
many years by the Holderness Conservative Association. This was to build and therefore may be best seen in New flats on the corner of Flemingate and Minster
Yard South.
eventually demolished in the 1980s to make way for flats.
the context of church land holdings”.

In the 19th century the building was inhabited by a variety of
people, such as a greengrocer, a dairyman, an ironmoulder and
a joiner/wheelwright, and in
later times by Richard Leng who
used it as a workshop for his
engineering business.

Comprising numbers 2,4 & 6 Flemingate, the building is believed
to be late 15th or early 16th century. Philip Brown in his book
‘Old Beverley’ described it as having “arch-braced roof and kingpost”.

Undated, unfinished watercolour by unknown artist of the corner of Flemingate.
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Watercolour by A.E. Newking of the corner of Flemingate in 1910.

Flemingate c.1900.

Plan of the buildings on the corner of Flemingate in 1879.

Postcard showing removal of the Minster wall in 1905, the corner of the old
building is visible on the right of this picture.

Looking east down Flemingate c.1900.
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Flemingate/Minster Yard Corner

From Dianne Smith
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Wylie’s House, No. 10 North Bar Without
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Postcard of North Bar, with the ivy-covered Wylie’s House
(No.10 North Bar Without) visible on the far left of the
picture, c.1900.
Plan of the proposed addition of a billiard room to
the Beverley Conservative Club in 1925.

Photograph of Wylie’s House, No 10 North Bar Without, in the early 20th century.
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From Dianne Smith

‘Wylie’s House’

Section of Wood’s map of 1828, showing the large
estate belonging to F.Iveson Esq.

Mr Servington Savery, MP, was “proud to see
their Club located in such attractive premises.
There was, however, a danger to be guarded
against and it was this: They might be induced
to admit into the Club some who were not
in genuine sympathy with the principles and
aims of Conservatism ... convert them first and
then admit them to your intimacy ... he would
remind them of the history of the two parrots
whose owners lived near each other. One of
the parrots occupied its time in singing hymns;
the other was addicted to profane language.
It was proposed that they should be caged
together, so that the idiosyncrasies of each
might be corrected. After some time it was
found that, though neither sang hymns, both
of them swore terribly.”

This very attractive house was built in the late
18th or early 19th century: it appears on Hicks’
map of 1811. The lane alongside the property
was variously known as Narrow Lane, Witty
Lane, Wylie’s Lane, Elwell’s Racket, Pucard’s
Lane, Beech Lane and Ticklebelly Alley. On
Wood’s Map of 1828 the park at the rear is
shown as belonging to F.Iveson, esq.
Francis Iveson bought the house from the Rev
Charles Constable of Wassand Hall in 1825 and
sold it to Robert Wylie in 1833. Wylie lived there
until his death in 1894. He left the house to his
only remaining son, who sold it on. In the 1911
census Gordon R Sanderson, a ship owner and
Consul of Chile, is shown as living there and the
house comprised 19 rooms. It was eventually
bought by Arthur Stanley Wilson and other
trustees of the Beverley Conservative Club.

In 1941, the Beverley Guardian reported on a
fire at the Conservative Club. The Fire Brigade
was called in but had difficulty getting the fire
under control due to adverse weather, there
being a blizzard at the time and ice and snow
on the footpaths. Four hours after their arrival
the firemen managed to bring the fire under
control, but not before the roof had been
gutted and much of the rest of the building
damaged by water. The top floor of the building
had to be dismantled, as photographs after that
period show.

The grounds at the Conservative Club, known
as Wylie’s Park, were often used for different
functions, including an ‘Ox Roast’ during
Beverley Carnival Week in June 1935.

Extracts from the Beverley Guardian, 26th
March 1926, reporting the Official Opening of
the Conservative Club on 19th March 1926:

Wylie’s House as a single storey-building in the 1950s.

The Ox Roast in Wylie’s Park in 1935.

Gradually parcels of land were sold off, the
houses on Park Avenue and Wylie’s Road now
being on the site.
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●● “Captain Wilson congratulated the president,
chairman and secretary on the success they had
achieved. No other town of the same size had a
Conservative Club in any way approaching it.”
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●● “adapted from a large private residence, &
includes a spacious billiard room (three tables),
reading room, card room, smoke room etc and
4 acres of ground are being laid out as bowling
greens, tennis courts etc.”
●● “palatial premises” obtained at a “reasonable
price”

Present-day Wylie’s Road junction.

Wylies Lane from the east end in the 1950s.
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Section of Hick’s map of 1811,
showing the building later
known as ‘Wylie’s House’

From as early as the 1940s the Town Council
had been considering putting in a relief road
from Manor Road to North Bar Without, and on
the 2nd March 1959 it was decided that such a
road should be constructed. No. 10 North Bar
Without was
therefore
demolished
in the early
1960s to
make way
for the road.
The road intersection in the 1960s following
demolition of Wylie’s House.

By the 1860s the Hunsley family had moved
into houses next to the ‘Valiant Soldier’,
giving their name to the ‘yard’ which had
evolved between nos. 8 & 10, Norwood. In
1861 Thomas Hunsley, a wheelwright, and his
family, lived at no. 8 and Ann Hunsley and her
son lived at no. 10. At this time no. 12 was
occupied by Sarah Spencer, a widow. By 1871
no. 12 was occupied by James Little, a joiner
and cabinet-maker. By 1911 John Hunsley, the
son of Thomas Hunsley, lived at no. 12. He was
a cowkeeper and dairyman. The 1936 clearance
order description of the property lists a dairy
there. John Hunsley lived there with his family,
including a daughter Alice who married Robert
Jude in 1915. Robert and Alice Jude lived at
no. 12 until it was demolished. John Hunsley
committed suicide in 1914.

Also known as 12 Norwood and Dog Kirk Garth,
this house stood on the site of what is now
‘Kwik Fit’ between the butcher’s shop and the
Beverley Music Centre. Ivan Hall believed the
house to have been built circa 1650.

Etching by Thomas Bonfrey Burton, c.1924, entitled
“Dog Kirk Garth”.
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A slum clearance order
was made on nos. 8,
10, 12, Norwood and 1
Hunsley’s Yard in 1936
and the Judes were
rehoused. The property
was demolished by
c.1937. The 1911 census
Plan of the slum clearance area on
Norwood in 1936.
shows the house as
having 6 rooms and the
Clearance Order shows two front bedrooms and a
small room on the first floor, a back bedroom, attics,
kitchen, scullery, dairy, wash house and privy. The
property at this time was in a severely dilapidated
state with damp, cracks and crumbling plaster. At
this time the property was owned by Samuel Landick
who owned several other properties in the town and
had bought it in 1935. Before this it was owned by
Charles Edward Jones.

When the Bonfrey
Burton etching was
de-framed in 1998
various writings by the
artist were found on
the back. These can be
seen in the sheets of
additional information.

Photographs of the same
section of Norwood in the
1970s (left) and present day
(below).

Postcard of this section of Norwood, early 20th century, showing the
Old Porch House in the centre.

From Dianne Smith
ERALS BOBE/2/15/1/156
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The photograph above shows a cottage-like brick
building, single-storey, with raised and tumbled
gables. There are three dormer windows and three
chimneys. The little hospital had 6 rooms for 6 poor
widows. A door in the gable seems to give access to
the space under the roof. Charles Warton’s Hospital
is much larger and of a more elegant style.

The Wartons were a wealthy family, of Beverley
Parks, from the 16th century. The first Sir Michael
(1573-1655) has a memorial in the Minster. In 1688 a
second Michael Warton left £1000 to his son Charles
to build a hospital (almshouse) for 6 poor widows in
Minster Moorgate – having demolished houses on
the site. Charles’ will of 1712 also required a hospital
to be built, using his father’s bequest. In 1727 an
almshouse for 6 widows was built. In 1774 another
Sir Michael Warton left a further £1000 to “augment
the original foundation”. The small hospital of 1727
became Sir Michael Warton’s Hospital. Charles
Warton’s Hospital was bigger. The two buildings
stood side by side on the plot of 1688.

There used to be three almshouses in Minster
Moorgate: Fox’s, Sir Michael Warton’s and Charles
Warton’s Hospitals. Only the latter survives. In
the 19th century, the three hospitals together
accommodated about 28 poor widows. There was
always much less provision for elderly men, partly
because women were thought more likely to need
support from the parish.

Pencil drawing by C.W.Clennell, c.1830, of Warton’s
Hospital, Minster Moorgate.

Sir Michael Warton’s Hospital was sold in 1952
and demolished about 1962. The site is now a
garden and car park. The refurbished (Charles)
Warton’s Hospital remains in use.

The censuses from 1841 to 1911 show that
Sir Michael Warton’s Hospital always housed
elderly widows. They were mainly in the 70-90
age range, and born in Yorkshire, not necessarily
in Beverley. It is impossible to comment on the
death-rate but the 6 rooms were not always
occupied. In 1901 four were empty. However the
two widows of 1901 had been there in 1891 as
well. The 1911 census was an innovation because
householders filled in their own forms. Only one
of the five women was unable to do this and sign
her name. This time they were recorded as “old
age pensioner”, rather than “inmate” and would
therefore have a dual income!

The Warton charity paid a weekly allowance
(30/- in 1861), with a new gown every two years.
The two hospitals together provided medical and
nursing care – two “sick nurses” lived in Charles
Warton’s Hospital. Each almswoman had one
small room, which implies a degree of communal
living. The 19th century census records show that
it was very unusual for anyone to have a relative
with them. This may have been because of the
resident nurses.

Right: Charles Warton’s Hospital
is still in use today. Sir Michael
Warton’s Hospital would have
been on the right of this picture.

Left: Sir Michael Warton’s
Hospital is the smaller building
on the left of this picture.

Sir Michael Warton’s Hospital, Minster
Moorgate

From Victoria County History

Old Porch House, Norwood

From Joan Kemp
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By the 1850s JK (Senior) was a well-respected
figure in the town and was making his mark in local
government and commercial circles. Wishing to
display his opposition to the political views of the
Liberal party, which held sway across the country
at this time, he published a weekly newspaper
The Beverley Express (1856-1859) to favour the
Conservatives.

JK (Senior) was born in 1806 and by the age of 35
was established in Beverley as a bookseller and
printer. Mentioned also at this time was Charles
Kemp, printer, compositor, and pressman who was
of a similar age to John but it is not clear whether
they were related or in the same business together,
although this seems likely.

The family business

Kemp’s Corner took its name from the premises
of John Kemp & Son, printers, stationers, and
booksellers which sat squarely across the junction
of Saturday Market and Lairgate, facing down North
Bar Within towards Beverley Bar. Early trade records
show that John Kemp’s (JK) business had occupied
that site since about the 1840s until about 1925 and
was therefore a well known landmark in the town.

As traffic increased in the early 20th century it
became clear to Beverley Borough Council that the
buildings which occupied this site would have to be
altered to improve traffic flow through the town. In
1954 the council completed the purchase of the site
and made arrangements to compensate the existing
tenants.

The location of Kemp’s Corner was at the junction
of Lairgate (A164) and the northerly exit/entrance
to Saturday Market (A1079), both of which were
narrow single lane roads.

The buildings

JK (Junior) (1834-1907) had been brought up in the
family business working as a Clerk, Shopman, and
was finally recorded as a Bookseller and Printer
in his own right. When his father died in 1873 JK
(Junior) continued to ensure that the business
prospered. However when JK(Junior) died in 1907
his son John Henry (believed to be known as Harry)
appears not to have been involved in the family
business, instead following a career in banking. The
business continued, but on the death of Ann, wife
of JK (Junior), in 1921 it seems that Harry did not
wish to take over and local records show the end of
trading in about 1925.

However the demolition of Kemp’s Corner may
have occurred much earlier than planned if Robert
Simson’s recollections could be confirmed. Robert

*69 Saturday Market – tenant Duncan Simson,
photographer and pet shop. This business relocated
to North Bar Within, and more recently to Wood Lane
where Robert Simson, grandson of Duncan, presently
trades as a photographer.

*68 Saturday Market – tenant National Provincial
Bank, which later merged with Westminster Bank to
become NatWest, and relocated to their present site
in Saturday Market.

*67 Saturday Market – tenant RM Atkinson, grocers
and provision merchants. This business relocated to
the Swinemoor Estate.

The buildings affected were:

The plan, approved by the Ministry of Transport in
1954, was to demolish most of *69 Saturday Market
which stood at the head of the junction, and to take
slices off the sides of *68 and *67 which stood behind
it to widen both roads. Funding for the scheme was
authorised and in April 1955 the work was carried
out, taking about 5 weeks.

Pencil drawing of Kemp’s Corner by Madge Whiteing in 1931.

was told that during WWII a stray German bomb fell
straight through his grandfather’s premises at Kemp’s
Corner but failed to explode, leaving a big hole in the
roof. The photograph to the left above, showing the
patched roof, seems to indicate that this story could
well have been true.

Series of photographs of Kemp’s Corner, taken just prior (left) and during (above and right) the demolition in 1955.
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Oil painting by H.E. Farrar in 1955, showing Kemp’s Corner at night.

Kemp’s Corner

From Robert Simson
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26 Toll Gavel

Photograph of 26 Toll Gavel when it was Maypole’s grocery store, prior to the 1950s.

Plan for alterations to 26 Toll Gavel, submitted in 1877.

Today the building at 26 Toll Gavel is
Cellini’s Luggage and Leather shop, but
it has had a varied history. The actual
building was erected in 1861 and
named ‘Kenningham’s Buildings’.

A request to alter the building was submitted to the town council
in 1877 by Robert Dawson and shows that he was the owner of
the property from at least 1877 to 1881. His proposal, which was
subsequently accepted, was for a change to the interior of the building
and a new shop front (see plan above).

It is a 3-storey brick building, which
shows several signs of alteration.

●● The shop was extended backwards to include what had been the
kitchen.

●● The upper storeys have windows
more typical of the Georgian period than 1861. The windows are
rectangular and decrease in size upwards.

●● A larger shop front was constructed

●● The ground floor shop window is clearly a relatively recent addition.
(see below).
Although the building is dated 1861, the census shows that there was
a 26 Toll Gavel prior to that date. The census records indicate that the
building had many uses:
1851 Dwelling for a pauper/previously an
innkeeper

Walter Thornton, wife
and grandson

1861 Boot and shoe maker , employing 4 men

Timothy Kelly

1871 Grocer

Samuel Farah

1881 Fruiterer

Robert Dawson

1891 Merchant Confectioner

Thomas Dayes

1901 Draper

Exley Smith

1911 Jewellery Dealer

Matthew Heaps

It may be that Walter Thornton lived here prior to the erection of
‘Kenningham’s Buildings’. As a pauper he would have not been able to
continue to live there and the new building probably became part of
the developing shopping zone. However he was already elderly in 1851,
when he was 76 years of age.
From 1861 onwards the building was obviously inhabited by an
emerging middle class. This is not merely indicated by the use of the
building, but also by:
●● Several of the families having “scholars” living in the house;
●● Servants being part of the household.

It is interesting to note that the building already had an inside ‘privy’,
with an adjacent ‘ash pit’. Normally the privy would be emptied by
local farmers, who might do so every few weeks. Meanwhile the ash
pit would take the remains from the coal fires and also some of the
contents of the privy. Layers of ash would be placed on top of the night
soil.
Coal was used for heating the house
and would also be used on the
kitchen range, for cooking. Coal was
stored inside the building, next to
the privy and close to the ash pit.
The long, narrow shape of the
house suggests that it was originally
laid out as a burgage plot in the
medieval period.
During the 20th century the building
has continued to be used as a shop,
most recently owned by Cellini’s.

Maypole Dairies

From Colin Bradshaw

●● The brickwork around the windows has either been re-pointed or
altered to allow a different shape or size of window to be fitted.

●● The household sewage pipes were replaced and a new water tank
installed.

26 Toll Gavel today.

Maypole Dairies was a family provision business which expanded to a
chain of 1,00 shops in 1926. Initially they produced butter and lard and
went on to promote the use of margarine. They were prevented from
calling it ‘butterine’ by a legal action in 1887. In 1964, several companies
including Maypole Dairies were amalgamated and the name ceased to
exist. There is an 1835 record of a butchers shop & killing house on the
south corner of Toll Gavel and Laundress (now Landress) Lane.
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Old Grammar School

Pencil drawing by C.W. Clennell of the old Grammar School buildings in Minster Yard.

A Grammar School was situated in the Minster Yard from Medieval
times, when the Chancellor of the Minster was in charge. An early 14th
century document gives the responsibility for repairing the school to
the school master. It was still attached to the Minster at the Dissolution
and probably re-founded in 1554. The Governors were keen to install
staunch Protestants as teachers in the school. A monk from Meaux felt
he had to defend his loyalty to the faith against some boys who “were
counselled by evil persons not to haunt my school because I was, as they
termed it, a papist”.
When the school house was re-built in the south-west corner of the
Minster Yard from 1606-10, it was described as a brick structure with
stone detail to windows and porch with a flat-tiled roof. Some of the
stone used came from a wall in Lurk Lane. In 1653 Dr. Robert Metcalfe
left £20 a year so that three poor scholars of Beverley Grammar School
could go to Cambridge University; each boy could attend university for
up to eight years. 150 pupils went to Cambridge in the second half of the
18th century.
Celia Fiennes in 1697 wrote: “There is a very good free schoole for boys,
they say the best in England for learning and care, which makes it fill’d
with Gentlemens Sons besides the Free Schollars from all parts; provision
being very cheape here”. Thomas Percy, second in command in the
Gunpowder Plot, was educated at the Grammar School between 1571
and 1575.

Pen and ink drawing by Thomas Bonfrey Burton of the frontage of the Grammar School on Keldgate in 1866.

It was felt the Master should live near the new Grammar School and
an imposing house, still standing, was built at 54 Keldgate. This was
described by George Poulson in 1829 as “a handsome commodious
brick building which was purchased by the corporation and for which he
pays a trifling quit rent of 20s per annum”. In 1814 a new schoolroom
of Gothic design was built next door to the headmaster’s house. It
consisted of one large room, some 50 feet long and 25 feet wide. The
master’s desk was at one end and the assistant master’s was at the
other. Poulson says “The Library is over the porch in front of the school
room and contains upwards of 700 volumes”.
Eleven boarders and 49 scholars were recorded there in the 1851
census. From the mid-1850s the number on roll declined, due partly to
an increase in fees and the establishment of the railway enabling some
boys to travel to Hull schools. There was open hostility to the school by
the Liberals, the ruling group on the council who thought it elitist. The
Grammar School on Keldgate closed in July, 1878, re-opening in buildings
used by the Foundation School on Albert Terrace before moving to new
premises in Queensgate in 1902.

The Grammar School playground extended to around 2 acres and held
a Fives Court. The inscription on the wall of the court in Latin, extols
the benefits of playing games for the young and also commemorates its
establishment by schoolmaster Mr. Richards in 1823. The court is threesided and players have to hit the ball up off the walls, always including
the front one, using only their hands. Games are singles or doubles and
are usually played to 12 points. This Fives Court was demolished in 1890.
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The school was enlarged in 1702. In 1736 a Charity School joined the
Grammar School and pupils from both attended Minster services and
were taught the catechism on Saturdays. While the schoolroom was
being repaired in 1736, boys were taught in the Guildhall. By the 19th
century, “windows and ornaments were broken and defaced by boys”
and demolition was decided upon in 1814.

Pen and ink drawing by Thomas Bonfrey Burton of the Grammar School Fives
Court in 1886. The Latin text of the plaque on one wall, explaining the rules of
the game, is given beneath.
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Keldgate Bar

Pencil drawing of Keldgate Bar by C.W. Clennell in 1816.
Pencil drawing of Keldgate Bar by Caroline Hartley, née Brereton, c.1867.

Rev. George Oliver in his guide believed that the town’s name ‘Beverlac’
derives from the Druidical ceremony of drawing a beaver out of a lake
in honour of the god, ‘Ked‘ or ‘Ceres’ which gave Keldgate its name. But
many historians hold that ‘Keld’ is a stream, there being several in the
area and ‘gate’ is a street from the Scandinavian, ‘gata’.
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The pencil drawing on the left was probably done, some time after
1867, by Caroline Hartley, the daughter of the Beverley surgeon, Dr.
Charles Brereton. Caroline was an amateur artist who was born in 1827,
married in 1867 and died in 1882. On the back of this drawing she
wrote “I put this drawing before Richard Horner, a bricklayer with some
others, asking him if he knew any of the places depicted: he picked this
one out at once and said “that’s Keldgate Bar, I helped to pull it down in
1812.” Horner at the time this conversation took place was an inmate of
the Beverley workhouse where he soon after died”. She did a series of
water-colours and pen and ink drawings of architectural features which
were used to illustrate talks by her father to the Yorkshire Architectural
Society. Some were reproduced as lithographs.

Pen/ink drawing of the vanished Medieval Keldgate Bar in Beverley. Artist and date unknown.

Collectors were appointed to gather tolls. In 1420 Keldgate Bar raised
only 18s 4½d. when, for the same period, North Bar collected £17 4s 8d.
Another collector was paid for “opposing the mischievous intentions of
Matthew Hodgeson … and other malefactors”. Custodians of Keldgate
Bar were paid 3d a day. Tolls collected at the Bars were used by the town
governors to clean the markets and streets and for paving.
The four main Bars of the town helped to restrict movement in times of
plague or social unrest such as the Civil War. In 1643 staunch Royalist,
Mayor Richard Manbie, ordered a “broad ditch be cast at the west end
of everie lane leadeing into Westwood and only a footbridge made for
foot passengers over such ditches….Keldgate Bar shall forthwith put
into a state of repair and shall be kept lockt by the several constables of
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Keldgate (or South) Bar was built to allow the road to cross Bar Dyke,
part of the town ditch. The Bar archway was flanked by buttresses and
had a steeply pitched roof. There were cottages at either side. A room
over the archway was rented by a William Thorthwayt who ‘roofed
and repaired the said chamber’ in 1450. There are records of repairs in
1344 when it was damaged by a cart. The Bar was demolished around
1808, due it was said, to it being too low to cater for high loads. In 1830
William Cobbett wrote that “the farmers and gentlemen assemble in a
very wide street, on the outside of the western gate of the town; and at
a certain time of the day, the grooms come from their different stables to
show off their beautiful horses”.

Postcard showing a hand tinted print of the old Keldgate Bar in 1437.
Published by Edward Taylor of Beverley.

those wards from nine of the clock at night until six of the clock in the
morning”. The ditch went past Newbegin Bar, along Slutwell Lane (Albert
Terrace) as far as Keldgate Bar where it turned east towards Long Lane.
In parts the ditch was 7-8 yards wide.
Mayor Manbie went on to “betray the trust in him reposed ….tooke and
carried away the towne’s plaite and the mace”. His Royalist sympathies
had led him to do this in an effort to help Charles I. He was sacked from
his position as mayor.

From Christopher Atkinson

Racecourse grandstand

Sepia photograph of the first racecourse grandstand, probably c.1911.

This sepia photograph is a viewing area on the race course probably
around 1911. Racing is recorded on the Westwood from 1690. “Laws
were passed for the orderly conducting of the Races but they do not
seem to have been strictly attended to.” Morning and evening cockfights
were held during race week at the many cockpits in the town. In 1730
the town’s M.P.s contributed towards race expenses.
In 1767 race stewards were given a lease of ground on which to erect a
grandstand, and a subscription was commenced “for building a proper
and commodious stand for the accommodation of ladies and gentlemen
on Beverley race course”. “A meeting was held at the Tiger Inn on the
6th June attended by local gentlemen. The expense of the buildings etc.
amounted to upwards of £1,000 defrayed by the issue of 330 silver free
admission tickets to the start. Among original subscribers for tickets
were the mayor and corporation of Beverley who hold two.” William
Middleton was appointed to build the new grandstand, which was
completed in 1768 using the money raised from the silver tickets. (Two
of these silver tickets recently came up for
auction and sold for around £3000 each!)
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In 1828 it was found necessary to produce a
notice which said: “Holders of Silver Tickets will
be so good as to give Names and produce their
tickets to a Gentleman who will be in attendance
in the Long Room at the Stand. No tickets with
numbers transferred on Paper or Cards will be
admitted.”

Another view of William Middleton’s Georgian grandstand, probably around 1990.

In 1878 several watches were stolen during the meeting, including one
from a Chief Constable, and 3 men were fined for performing the 3-card
trick. The Grandstand was broken into by ‘a body of roughs’ who helped
themselves to champagne and spirits, resulting in one man dead and 16
lying insensible around the Hurn. Survivors got 6 months hard labour.
The dead man was not identified and buried as ‘unknown.’
The grandstand was in use until it was demolished in 1928. In the
19th century it was favoured by upper class ladies wishing to avoid
the crowds. The need for a new stand was made more pressing by the
advent of the railway. In 1851 it was estimated that up to 6,000 people
came from Hull into Beverley on
special trains put on for the races.
This was in addition to those from
other towns and villages along
the line and travellers using other
means of transport. A new stand
was provided in 1887 but later
demolished. The present one was
built in 1939 and extended in
The modern grandstand being extended in 1991.
1991.

Unruly football games
The Grandstand was the starting point for a football game between men
from surrounding villages and from Beverley, traditionally played on the
Sunday before the start of the Spring Race Meeting. It didn’t matter how
many were involved so long as the numbers were equal on each side.
One goal was opposite St. Mary’s in North Bar Within, the other at the
Westwood gates on the Walkington Road. In 1820 many people were
watching as butcher, Bob Spence, kicked a ball from the Rose & Crown
corner right over the Bar. Footballers and crowd rushed through the
Bar as the congregation was leaving the Church, knocking down Mayor
Sammy Hall and trampling on him.
After this indignity, the Mayor made plans to put an end to the Game.
The following year, as the Beverley side sent the ball down towards the
town, it was snatched up by Mr. Bullock the Bellman who was hiding
in the grass. He quickly mounted a horse held for him by a constable
nearby. Unfortunately, the horse got stuck in a hedge and ‘pugilist Bob
Pratt’ ran up, dragging the Bellman off. Once the footballers had the
ball, they carried on with the game, which Beverley won. Determined
to stamp out the unruly behaviour, at the following meeting the Mayor
was accompanied by 40 soldiers as he read the Riot Act, but ignored by
the players who started the game once more. At which, the soldiers fixed
their bayonets and charged the crowd which brought an end to Race
Sunday Football!
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Photograph of race-goers, probably early 1900s. Note that most of the people in the grandstand
are well-dressed women and children.

Members of the Gardham family had several
shops in Beverley in the 19th century; in Toll Gavel,
Compare the 2014 photos of this area of Toll Gavel (above) with the
Butcher Row and Wednesday Market. Thomas
c.1880 postcard of Gardham’s shop (below) to see how much the street
has changed. Can you tell where Gardham’s was?
Gardham opened a grocer’s shop in Toll Gavel
before 1818. He was assisted by his wife and son
Edward (born c.1809). Edward Gardham took over There were many grocers in Beverley in the 19th
century, including several in Toll Gavel. Thomas
the shop in the 1840s and ran the grocery for 40
Whiting took over another grocer’s shop to the left
years.
of Gardham’s. The shop on the right was Joseph
Morley & Co., druggist. Most of the shops had
The Bonfrey Burton etching of the 1880s
Gardham’s Tea House shows a low, 3-bay building entries and yards behind, which housed poorer
people. Gardham’s Yard was one such. Edward
with a Georgian multi-paned bay window. It is
Gardham was a bachelor who was assisted at the
undertain as to whether “tea house” meant a
Tea House by his unmarried sister Ann (died 1880).
grocer noted for his tea or a place where one
He retired a few years later and moved to Westwood
could also drink tea.
Road, where he died in 1892 aged about 83. He was
Edward Gardham lived here, probably in the
probably succeeded by Robert Haylock, a boot and
house next door. There was a yard behind. By the
shoe seller.
1880s the shop looked quaint and old-fashioned,
Grocers tended to advertise in the local almanacks
with taller, newer brick buildings on either side.
but Edward Gardham did not do this. The precise
Some had plate glass windows by this date. Bylocation of his house and shop are now difficult
laws of 1868 allowed the sacrifice of Georgian
to identify because the census enumerators were
bow windows to be off-set by the introduction of
not consistent in the order of their recording, and
first-floor bay windows. Bonfrey Burton probably
made this etching not long before Gardham’s was their routes along Toll Gavel were erratic. Toll Gavel
in 2014 retains some features of older, one-bay
rebuilt (“modernised”). The building cannot be
recognised today but bay windows have survived. buildings near the former Tea House. Gardham’s plot
was relatively wide, with a 3-bay building.
Look at “Laura Ashley” which is nearby.

Pen and ink drawing of Gardham’s Tea House by
Thomas Bonfrey Burton, 1892.

Gardham’s tea house, Toll Gavel
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In 2003 plans were laid down to start
a regeneration programme of the
waterway, with the hope of turning the
area into a leisure district, with fishing,
walking, and cycling along the beck down
to the shipyards and the lock and lock
house. In 2007 £250,000 was spent on a
refurbishment of the lock gates and the
pumping engine. Now there are sensors
which, when they detect when the water
level is low, set off pumps to bring water in
from the River Hull.

The lock was re-constructed in 1958, there was
periodic dredging and repairs to the banks, but
the waterway was used too little to justify further
extensive repairs, and commercial activities ceased
in 1987.

Over the course of the 20th century the Beck, and
subsequently the lock and lock house, fell into
disuse. The First World War halted repair work to
the Beck, and further dredging work was not restarted until 1921.

Two postcards showing the lock and
The lock-keeper’s cottage was
lock-keeper’s cottage, from the early
constructed around 1898, so
20th century.
The Beverley Guardian on June, 1916
that the lock-keeper was on
reported that the daughter of the lock
hand to wind the handles of the lock gates when
keeper, Miss Betsy Hoggard, gave artificial
a boat entered. There were also outbuildings to
respiration to a Hull woman who was trying to
house a steam engine and pump, to allow water
drown herself in the Beck. Miss Hoggard had twice
to be pumped from the river Hull into the Beck if
before jumped into the Beck to rescue people.
required to top up the levels.

In 1745 an Act of Parliament was passed that saw
to the widening, deepening,
cleaning, and preserving of the
Beck. To pay for the work, any
boat or ship passing up and
down the Beck or the river Hull
had to pay new charges. Lock
gates were fitted in 1802 to
further extend the work started
in 1745 and allow the passage
of boats regardless of the tides.

Beverley Beck had long been a link between
Beverley, the North Sea, and towns developing in
West Yorkshire. Despite this, it wasn’t until 1802
that lock gates were fitted on the Beck where
it met with the river Hull. Prior to this the Beck
was susceptible to damage from soil and sludge
brought by rising and falling tides, and from earth
falling from banks that were not protected.

Watercolour by Brian Boyes Esq of the lock-keeper’s cottage, undated.

The lock and lock-keeper’s cottage today.

Lock-keeper’s cottage, Beverley Beck

From Philip Widdowson

The inn dated from the 17th or 18th century. The
photographs show a solid-looking two-storey building
with a pantiled roof – typical of Beverley. The wide
central archway draws attention. On its left was the
bar and on its right the Market Room, for buying and
selling animals. The actual space for drinking and
eating was not large – the activities at the Globe were
wide-ranging and it would have been an important
meeting place on market days. The archway led to
a very long yard that stretched as far as Walkergate.
A row of buildings of varying heights ran along
each side of the yard. Here there were stables, a
brewhouse, a kitchen and a washhouse. In 1777 a
cockpit (for cock fighting) was here. The Beverley Pig
Market was held in Globe Yard in the 1850s. Local
carriers used the yard. The Globe Yard could cope
with animals and we know that visiting shows and
circuses stabled exotic animals here.

The Globe Inn was just one of several inns in
Ladygate, which was a busy little street linking St
Mary’s Church with Saturday Market. There were 50
inns in Beverley in the mid 19th century and some 25
beer houses. The Globe was in a prominent position
on Sow Hill, facing into Saturday Market, which was
enclosed on that north eastern corner at that time.

Photograph looking up Ladygate towards St Mary’s Church with the Globe Inn on the
right. Note Simson’s Photographers on the left, who later moved to Kemp’s Corner.

From Joan Kemp

The Globe Inn.

The present day Sow Hill
looking through where the
Globe Inn once stood.

Sadly the inn was in the way of the Beverley
traffic plan of the 1960s. It was closed in 1963
and the enclosed Saturday Market was broken
through when all the Globe buildings were
demolished in 1968. The old Sow Hill became a
street leading to the modern New Walkergate.
The street follows the line of the former inn
yard and the houses of the 1970s are called
Globe Mews.

The names of most of the landlords of the
Globe since 1772 are known – several were
women, including Alice Wilson in 1823 and Alice
Larcum in 1840. In its latter days the Globe Inn
was owned by John Smith’s Tadcaster Brewery,
hence the sign for its “Magnet Ales”.

Above: map of Ladygate showing
where the Globe stood, and right: plan
of the Inn in 1925.
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The Globe Inn, Ladygate
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In 1852 the Trustees ordered that the Toll House
be pulled down and a new one built at the top of
Molescroft, beyond the Grapes. This was eventually
dismantled in 1881 when the Trust was wound up.
The House and all its accoutrements were auctioned
off on 11th November 1881, with the proviso that
“all buildings to be taken down by the Purchaser and
the materials to be removed within 21 days of sale”.

Unfortunately some travellers were sneaking in the
‘back way’ (ie Pighill Lane) and using the turnpike
from the Grapes (Molescroft Inn) to Bainton for free.
So much so that eventually the Trust’s Surveyor was
ordered to block the entrance up with rails and a
gate and to provide local farmers with a key.

1766 saw the formation of the Beverley to Bainton
Balk Turnpike Trust for the purpose of widening and
repairing of the road from Beverley at its junction
with Molescroft at Gallows Lane to Bainton Balk. The
Trustees instructed William Middleton to build a Toll
House near Gallows Lane and appointed John Mason
as Collector of the Tolls, awarding him a yearly
allowance of 20s from the Tolls.

The Molescroft Toll House in the late 19th century.

The 1861 census shows Job Gaunt as the
Tollgate keeper, but he appears to have
supplemented his income in other ways, as
he and his wife Elizabeth are described in the
1857 PO Directory as ‘clothes dealers’. By
1871 Thomas Johnson lived in the Molescroft
Tollhouse being described as ‘Gate Keeper and
Toll Agent.’

Tollgate Keepers

By the 19th century, tollhouses were being
built to a standard style similar to the lodge
houses of country manor houses.

Early tollhouses were normally built in
the local cottage style. William Middleton
was instructed to build a tollhouse “in the
same manner as the Turnpike house at
Killingwoldgraves”.

Turnpike Tollhouses

Notice of the sale of toll houses in 1881.

Molescroft Toll House
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